THEADORA WALSH
I am a writer and performing artist who makes work in the
intersection of those fields. The physicality of language, its
existence in time, and the tension between speech and its documentation are central elements of my work. Fragmented writing,
animated writing, and hand-painted texts which reveal traces
of the physical through brush-stroke are some ways in which
I’ve experimented with considering writing as an image as well
as a semiotic code. Contesting the division between the realm
of memory and the realm of existence, my work amplifies the
subjectivity of language by creating tranquil poetic images that
hinge on the edge of recognition and alienation--legibility and
incomprehension.
Time, memory, and the social nature of language play central
roles in my practice. I currently live and work in Providence,
Rhode Island.

VIDEO + MOVING POETRY

stills from BBBBB poem

stills from DDDD poem

My text based short films are pieces of creative
fiction that subtitle recordings of short walks.
They were inspired by the intermedial status of
text in subtitled foreign language films. You are
supposed to read such text without integrating
it into the visual plain of the film or the sound
of the characters speaking. My pieces resond
to this by directly subtitiling the non-language
sound in recordings and using language to
build an optic plane, rather than including documentary footage of the walks.

documentation from I Love Repair performance

stills from CCCC poem

My GIF text poems cycle, word by word, to translate the content of one composition to another
while maintaining a formal structure. At any point
in the transformation, the poem can be read, but
it never stabilizes. Borrowing Katherine Hayles
idea of remediating print compositions, the poems exist in permanent flux, inviting associative
meaning and the reader to attempt containment.

VIDEO + MOVING POETRY

VIDEO + MOVING POETRY

documentation from 2018 show at the Granoff Center, Brown University

stills from Times Square (2017)

selected videos available: theadorawalsh.com
still from Bus Stop (2018)

The Aberration of the Translator considers virtual reality as
a social space, one with its own rules of presentation and
communication. Gloria Anzaldua’s “How to Tame a Wild
Tongue” is sampled and celebrated to create a microcosm
of colliding languages that break and collide. In the CAVE
virtual reality space, Two texts overlap, audio readings
interrupt each other. As a personal translation of the found
text, original audio and content was written in response
to Anzaldua’s essay. These short responses serve as inspiration for the sonic and visual interventions to the physical structure of Anzaldua’s essay fragments. Meaning is
shattered as languages are transported across culture and
territory in an audiovisual environment.
Every language is a foreign language, learned through
memorized rules and societal agreements. In Walter Benjamin’s “The Task of the Translator,” fastening shards of a
shattered vessel is compared to the act of translation; writing must be fragmented and then reassembled to traverse
barriers of language. The Aberration of The Translator
acknowledges this world that utilizes linguistic tools to order, colonize, and develop architectural space, specifically
interrogating the act of codeswitching and the multilingual
experience. The Aberration of the Translator questions
where these tamed sets of language converge and break
apart. Simultaneously, the environment asks: how can
three-dimensional space articulate and challenge legibility?
The piece makes visual a collage of the incomprehensible
and the legible in order to render a place of bewilderment.
What results is a new apparatus for reading across languages.

EMERGING MEDIA

stills from Aberation of the Translator

Egg.
Gunild—(starts the note)
The cigarettes and brandy are for your Aunt, the egg is for you.
Love, The Soldier

PERFORMANCE

Gunild puts the egg in her palm. It felt nice there.
She’s hungry, and there is the threat of the shell cracking, but it feels so nice to
hold the liquid inside its encasement.
Gunild was an egg, briefly. The government gave her mother a cash prize.
The weight is always adjusting itself to circumstance.
For giving birth to four children, Gunild’s mother was awarded the Iron Cross.
For six, she would have been given the Silver Cross, except that the war was
already over and she failed to produce six.
She caresses the thin filament and makes a repetition out of touch.
Her skin against the shell is a strange rubber.
Then she breaks it open. The thin bowl that catches the yolk is decorated with
blueberries, the leaves of an oak tree—When she escaped to the post office, she’d
pulled all the china she could from a vitrine in the family sitting room.
She whisks the eggs with a sterilized nail from the train track.
The liquid firms.

stills from Object Lessons (2019)

sample performance script
My performance work brings narrative in contact
with a physical presentation of language. As a
writer and a digital artist, performance as a third
medium allows me to stage pieces of fiction in a
self-reflexively subject matter. My performances
are always interactive, and require willing
participation. Collaborative narratives, which
require multiple voices and acts of speech,
translates prepared text and objects into a
morphed language contingent on the bodies in
the room.
Performing written pieces undoes some of the
solitary elements of writing. At stake in my work
is the power and importance of communication,
listening, and communally engaging text.

stills from Live Poetry (2018) a streamed
interactive reading

poster for Performance Series at AS220 gallery
Providence, RI (2019)

photo from reading at The Shed (2018)

PERFORMANCE

CURATION

Sawako Nakayasu at Interrupt V. Providence, RI. 2019.

Celebrating the intersection of writing and new media, Interrupt V is festival of
digital language art and performance. The festival’s approach to media and
authorship casts light on the myriad ways data encrypts the body in late capitalism. As computational media becomes increasingly material, and media is
ever more woven into sensation, this conference considers digital writing as an
impression on the material. By highlighting performance and new media artists
who have used their own body as an aesthetic tool, and writers who describe
embodiment, Interrupt V focuses on the biological as a system of networks.
Electronics and computational vernaculars are not outside of the ecological. The
notion that meditated text art exists without natural resources, material processing systems, and very human pathologies must be interrupted!
Wafaa Bilal, keynote at Interrupt V. Providence, RI. 2019.

I Love Repair is a book of experimental non-fiction that writes
intimacy into a relationship with my grandmother. We knew each
other, but we were never close. Her traumatic experiences during the
war, paired with a 1960s sense of a woman’s propriety made her
distant, intractable. The only time I did feel close to her was when, as
a teenager, I transcribed her memoir, which she translated from its
original German to English as I typed. We didn’t look at each other
while she recounted. Once the memoir was finished, her past was
never again discussed. That she could exercise such containment over
her personal history mesmerized me.
Taking Cathy Caruth’s theory of disassociate trauma as a formal
structure, this text is broken into fragments. Associative units ask the
reader to assimilate experience. Violence is repressed and then
occasionally allowed to rupture. Memories inherited from my
grandmother are processed with all the fallibility, discontinuity and
doubt that trouble my own recollection. And though the engine of the
narrative is skepticism, love and understanding are what’s at stake.

WRITING

WRITING

These numbers fragments are excerpts from Early Men Make Fire, a short story about
two run-away girls living in post-war Berlin. The story is from a larger collection about
friendship between teenage girls.

